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We introduce MACACC-Mapping Anatomical Correlations Across

Cerebral Cortex-to study correlated changes within and across

different cortical networks. The principal topic of investigation is

whether the thickness of one area of the cortex changes in a statistically

correlated fashion with changes in thickness of other cortical regions.

We further extend these methods by introducing techniques to test

whether different population groupings exhibit significantly varying

MACACC patterns. The methods are described in detail and applied to

a normal childhood development population (n = 292), and show that

association cortices have the highest correlation strengths. Taking

Brodmann Area (BA) 44 as a seed region revealed MACACC patterns

strikingly similar to tractography maps obtained from diffusion tensor

imaging. Furthermore, the MACACC map of BA 44 changed with age,

older subjects featuring tighter correlations with BA 44 in the anterior

portions of the superior temporal gyri. Lastly, IQ-dependent MAC-

ACC differences were investigated, revealing steeper correlations

between BA 44 and multiple frontal and parietal regions for the

higher IQ group, most significantly (t = 4.0) in the anterior cingulate.

D 2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.

Introduction

The cerebral cortex is organized into networks of functionally

complementary areas. Classic examples include the dorsal and

ventral visual streams, the limbic system, and the language

networks. These networks are traditionally studied using functional

paradigms designed to reveal the particular role of a certain area.

Examples of such studies include the role of Broca’s Area in word

repetition, synonym generation (Klein et al., 1997), verbal fluency

(Frith et al., 1991), speech production (Buckner et al., 1995) and

silent word production (Friedman et al., 1998).

Functional specialization can also lead to related anatomical

change. A recent study investigated the size of the hippocampus, a
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structure involved in spatial navigation, in London taxi drivers and

found increases in size correlating with increased experience in

navigating the streets of London (Maguire et al., 2000, 2003).

Similarly, faster phonetic learners were found to have greater white

matter density in parietal regions than slower learners (Golestani et

al., 2002). Trained musicians feature enlarged primary motor and

sensorimotor areas, premotor areas, anterior superior parietal areas,

and inferior temporal gyri (Schlaug, 2001; Gaser and Schlaug,

2003a,b). This last example involving musicians is particularly

informative as it involves multiple cortical areas, including motor,

sensorimotor, and multimodal sensory areas, collaborating.

Increases in anterior corpus callosum size further suggests that

the intra-hemispheric connectivity of the brain is enhanced in

trained musicians (Schlaug, 2001).

We propose to address a related but less explored topic: as the

anatomy of one cortical area changes, are there correlated

morphological changes in other cortical areas? An example

hypothesis from the language-processing domain might be that a

population with thicker cortices in Broca’s Area will have a

correspondingly larger Wernicke’s Area.

The connectivity of the human cerebral cortex is not a new

topic of investigation. It has traditionally been studied using fiber

tracing, wherein a seed region is injected with a retrograde tracer in

order to determine which areas have direct fibre connections to the

seed region (Romanski et al., 1999; Petrides and Pandya, 2002).

More recently the notion of functional connectivity has been

promoted, i.e. areas that are functionally related will feature

correlated change in a fMRI or PET functional activation study

(Friston, 2002; Friston et al., 1993, 1996, 2003; Koski and Paus,

2000; Horwitz, 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Ramnani et al., 2004).

We propose to study correlated anatomical changes using

methods related to functional connectivity but employing morpho-

metric data; we have dubbed this approach Mapping Anatomical

Correlation Across Cerebral Cortex (MACACC). Of particular

interest will be not just testing which areas of the cortex correlate

with which other areas, but also whether the MACACC patterns

vary across different categorical groupings based on demographical

variables (age, gender, socio-economic status) or clinical diagnoses.

http://www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1

Definition of terms: a list of the definitions used throughout the paper

Name Definition

Correlation Measured using Pearson’s r, relates to the

strength of the correlation between a seed region

and the rest of the cortex.

MACACC-strength The average correlation coefficient when every

vertex is correlated with every other vertex.

MACACC-slope Shows a group difference in the estimated slope

between the seed region and target vertex.

MACACC-variance Shows a group difference in the variance

around the estimated slope between the seed

region and target vertex.
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The methods used in MACACC involve statistical analyses of

data extracted from anatomical MRI using the metric of cortical

thickness, which features several advantageous properties for

MACACC:

1. It covers the entire cortex.

2. It provides a biologically meaningful measurement (cortical

thickness).

3. It has a reduced number of points compared to volumetric data

(40,962 vertices versus 1,000,000 voxels).

The methods developed herein should, however, also be

applicable to other anatomical data such as, for example, voxel

density measures from Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM) (Ash-

burner and Friston, 2000; Watkins et al., 2001). Some statistical

issues have been explored in (Worsley et al., 2005).

We use this technique to address two core developmental

issues. Firstly, several strands of evidence suggest that anatomical

and functional interconnections between Broca’s and Wernicke’s

areas may increase with age (Paus et al., 1999). Language

becomes more lateralized (Holland et al., 2001) and DTI studies

of the white matter tract connecting Broca’s and Wernickes’ areas

shows changes in indirect measures of integrity (fractional

anisotropy) (Schmithorst et al., 2002). Moreover, in an adult

population, functional imaging studies demonstrate increased

activity of Brodmann Area 44 (BA 44) during language

processing (Amunts et al., 2004). We thus predict that the

correlation in cortical thickness of these two language processing

regions would show a developmental gradient, increasing with

age. Secondly, intelligence is linked to brain activity. Greater

brain activity during intellectually demanding activity has been

shown using fMRI in individuals of greater general intelligence in

an extensive network comprising lateral frontal and parietal

regions (Gray et al., 2003). Others report similar alterations in

functional connectivity linked to intelligence (Haier et al., 2004)

which may be underpinned by enhanced structural connectivity.

We hypothesize that, as seen in the motor learning examples

given above, the functional enhancements are mirrored by

concomitant change in the underlying neural substrate which

can be detected by MRI-based morphometry, e.g. MACACC. The

population used herein comes from a study of normal childhood

brain development (Giedd, 2004; Gogtay et al., 2004). The

purpose is not to provide a definitive account of these latter two

questions but rather to illustrate the concept of MACACC,

leaving more detailed study of brain development for future

work.
Methods

The methods used to study MACACC can be subdivided

into: (1) the extraction of the morphometric data and, (2) the

statistical techniques used to ascertain the correlations. A

summary of all the definitions used throughout is included in

Table 1.

Extraction of morphometric data

The input metric for MACACC studies is cortical thickness

as measured from MRI. The choice of MR sequence is

immaterial as long as sufficient resolution and grey/white matter
contrast are provided and subject groups to be compared were

not acquired using different sequences. The native MR image is

corrected for non-uniformity artefacts (Sled et al., 1998) and

registered into stereotaxic space using a nine parameter linear

transformation (Collins et al., 1994). Cerebral tissue is classified

into white matter, gray matter, spinal fluid and background

using a neural net classifier (Zijdenbos et al., 2002). The inner

and outer cortical surfaces are then extracted using deformable

surface-mesh models (MacDonald et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2005)

and non-linearly aligned towards a standard template surface

(Robbins et al., 2004). Cortical thickness is measured in native-

space millimetres using the linked distance between the white

and pial surfaces, tlink (MacDonald et al., 2000; Lerch and

Evans, 2005). The thickness map is blurred using a 30 mm

surface based diffusion smoothing kernel (Chung et al., 2003).

These methods have been validated using both manual measure-

ments (Kabani et al., 2001) and a population simulation (Lerch

and Evans, 2005), and used in an Alzheimer’s Disease

population study (Lerch et al., 2005). Closely related methods

have also been applied to Huntington’s (Rosas et al., 2002) and

normal ageing (Salat et al., 2004) among others. Example

output can be seen in Fig. 1.

Statistical techniques

Measuring MACACC can be subdivided into two main

components: assessing cross-cortical correlations as well as

quantifying differences in MACACC maps across groups.

MACACC methods—correlations

Cortical cross-correlations are obtained using simple linear

correlations whose strength is measured using Pearson’s r.

r ¼
~TiTj � ~Ti~Tj

Nsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
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Eq. (1) Pearson’s r. Where Ti and Tj represent cortical

thickness at the two vertices to be correlated with each other and

Ns is the total number of subjects. Summations are performed

over Ns.

Pearson’s r takes on a value between 1 and �1, the sign

referring to whether the correlation is positive or negative, and the

closer to 1 or �1 the more significant the correlation. Equivalently,

though slower computationally, is the use of a linear model

wherein the seed region Ti (the area whose MACACC one is



Fig. 1. Example of cortical thickness map, showing (on the left) the

intersection of the pial surface (blue) and the white matter surface (green)

on a transverse slice of the tissue classification map. On the right is a

cortical surface colour coded with cortical thickness.
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measuring) is modelled by target region Tj (independently at every

vertex of the rest of the cortex).

Ti ¼ b0 þ b1Tj þ e: ð2Þ

Eq. (2) Linear Model. Where the thickness of seed region Ti is

modelled by a linear model of thickness of Tj plus a normally

distributed error (, estimated through an intercept term b0 and slope b1.

The significance of the linear model is measured using the

Student’s t statistics with N-1 degrees of freedom.

If a hypothesis exists, then one can target a seed region or

vertex and explore its cortical cross-correlations. In the absence of

a hypothesis a less directed search is needed. We therefore

introduce the concept of MACACC-strength which measures the

mean r value for the correlation against all other vertices at each

vertex.
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~
Nv
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Eq. (3) MACACC-strength: where MACACCsi is the MAC-

CACC strength at seed point i, Nv is the number of vertices, Ns is

the number of subjects, Ti is the thickness at seed point i, and Tj is

the thickness at target point j.

MACACC-strength is an Nv � Nv process and therefore

computationally expensive. The current surface extraction proce-

dure results in 40,962 vertices, a total of 40962 � 40962

correlations are needed. The true measure of MACACC-strength

can be approximated, however, by correlating the thickness at

every vertex against each subject’s mean cortical thickness

averaged over all 40,962 vertices. The results will be identical if

the standard deviation is exactly the same at every node, which is

known to not be the case (Lerch and Evans, 2005). The

approximation is, however, a lot quicker to compute and should

give a good indication of the true MACACC-strength result.

Assessing group differences

The second component of MACACC is testing for group

differences. The question to be addressed is whether the MACACC

maps between two or more groups are significantly different. For

example, does the MACACC map for BA 44, which shows a
significant correlation with the superior temporal gyrus, change

across different age ranges? There are two different hypotheses that

can be tested:

1. Differences in MACACC slope.

2. Differences in MACACC variance.
MACACC-slope. In the case of MACACC-slope the type of

correlation between groups is different, i.e. it is steeper in one

group than another (Fig. 2a), whereas in MACACC-variance the

slope is potentially the same but the goodness of fit of the linear

correlation is different (Fig. 2b).

Testing for the difference in slope is performed using a classic

interaction linear model.

Ti ¼ b0 þ b1Tj þ b2Groupþ b3 Tj4Group
� �

þ e: ð4Þ

Eq. (4) Interaction Model testing for differences in the

relationship between Ti and T j cortical thickness among the

different factors present in Group. The Group component is

modelled using treatment contrasts. The estimated terms are: b0 is

the intercept term, b1 models the relationship between Ti and Tj, b2

models the relationship between the group term and Ti, b3 models

the relationship between the interaction term (group by Tj) and Ti.

The factors in the Group variable (which could represent age

groupings, for example) in the linear model described above are

created using treatment contrasts, significance tested using

Student’s t statistic. One can also think of this problem with the

following formulation: is the data better fit by a model that contains

separate slopes for each group rather than a common slope?

MACACC-variance. One of the assumptions behind least-squares

fits is that the error distribution along each dimension have equal

variance, i.e. homoscedasticity. Given the example in Fig. 2b, this

assumption will not necessarily hold in MACACC analyses. We

therefore use a general least squares approach allowing unequal

variances for each group in the classification factor (Pinheiro and

Bates, 2000). Testing for differences in MACACC-variance is more

complex than MACACC-slope, as the statistical methods are less

well established. The criteria for a valid test are that it:

(1) Capture difference in variances across multiple groups.

(2) Has a defined model rejecting the assumption of equal

variance H0.

(3) Be robust against outliers.

After the correlation slope has been determined, we must then

test for whether the residuals by group are homoscedastic (have

equal variance) or heteroscedastic (have unequal variance). Resid-

uals are obtained by fitting a linear model relating Ti and Tj and

subtracting the observed response from the predicted response.

Linear Model: Ti ¼ b0 þ b1Tj þ e

Residual: ei ¼ Ti � b0 � b1Tj: ð5Þ

Eq. (5) Linear model residuals.

Three tests were assessed in this study:

(1) F test for variance.

(2) Bartlett’s test.

(3) Levene’s test.



Fig. 2. Group differences: the two graphs above show the difference between MACACC-slope and MACACC-variance using simulated data. Graph a shows a

correlation between target and seed regions where the variance between the two groups is the same, the slope different, being steeper in group G2. Graph b

shows the same slope in the target vertex to seed region correlation, but the variance is higher in group G2 than G1. Graph a would thus be captured using

MACACC-slope tests (interactions are significant at P < 2.2 � 10�16, variance not significant), graph b using MACACC-variance tests (interactions not

significant, variance significant at P < 3.9 � 10�8).
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The F test for variance is the simplest of the three, containing

solely the ratio of two group variances.

s21 ¼
1

N1 � 1
~
N1

i ¼ 1

G1ei �Ĝ1e

�

s22 ¼
1

N2 � 1
~
N2

i ¼ 1

G2ei �Ĝ2e

�

F ¼ s21
s22

: ð6Þ

Eq. (6) F test for variance. G1 and G2 represent the two groups,

N1 and N2 the respective group sizes, ei the residuals as determined

in Eq. (5).

The F test has two fundamental limitations: it is limited to two

groups and is highly non-robust against outliers.

Bartlett’s test and Levene’s test are designed to overcome

limitations of the F test. Bartlett’s test measures the squared

deviations from the group mean, Levene’s the absolute deviation

from the group mean, median, or trimmed mean (NIST/

SEMATECH, 2005).

Eq. (7) Bartlett’s Test, which results in a �2 distribution of k-1

degrees of freedom (NIST/SEMATECH, 2005).
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where N is the total sample size and k is the number of groups

and Ni is the sample size of the ith group and si
2 is the pooled

variance.
Eq. (8) Levene’s Test, which results in a F distribution of (k �
1, N � k) degrees of freedom (NIST/SEMATECH, 2005).
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where Ni is the sample size of the ith group and k is the number of

groups and Ẑi. are the group means of Zij and Ẑ .. is the overall

mean of the Zij and Zij = |Yij �Ỹi.| and Ỹi. is the median of ith group.

The main difference between Bartlett’s and Levene’s test is

their respective robustness to non-normality and to outliers.

Levene’s test, emphasizing the absolute difference from either

the median or trimmed mean should theoretically be less

susceptible to outliers. The question of which of these tests to

use for MACACC analysis will be addressed in the section on

applications to normal development.

Multiple comparisons

In MACACC, as for any statistical technique in brain-imaging,

the error rate due to multiple comparisons has to be controlled for.

Depending on the exact test used, MACACC produces P values

generated from t, F, or �2 distribution. The resulting values can be

corrected using standard techniques, such as Bonferroni correction,

Random Field Theory (Worsley et al., 1992, 1996, 1999, 2004),

Permutation testing (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Nichols and

Hayasaka, 2003), or the False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Genovese

et al., 2002). We used FDR since it provides the greatest ability to

threshold data stemming from multiple different statistical tests

simultaneously, as described in (Lerch et al., 2005). The interpre-

tation by FDR theory is thus that, of all the vertices shown as

significant at the 0.05 level in this paper, 5% will be false positives.



Table 2

Population characteristics

N Age IQ

Male 157 11.1 T 3.8 116.4 T 12.7

Female 135 12.0 T 3.9 112.5 T 13.4
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Using residuals

MACACC analyses performed on raw cortical thickness data

can be dominated by main effects occurring within the population

being studied, most obviously age-related changes (Thompson et

al., 2000; Giedd, 2004; Gogtay et al., 2004). To remove this

confound a linear regression of age was first performed at every

vertex, and the residuals of that regression substituted for the raw

cortical thickness values. Similar procedures removed gender

differences.
Application to normal development

The methods described above will be illustrated in a normal

development population. The sample consists of 292 adolescents,

characterized in Table 2.

MR Images were acquired on a 1.5-T General Electric Signa

scanner (Milwaukee, Wis). T1-weighted images with contiguous

1.5-mm slices in the axial plane and 2.0-mm slices in the coronal

plane were obtained using 3-dimensional spoiled gradient

recalled echo in the steady state. Imaging parameters were echo

time of 5 ms, repetition time of 24 ms, flip angle of 45-,
acquisition matrix of 256 � 192, number of excitations equals 1,

and 24 cm field of view. All subjects were tested using age

appropriate versions of the Weschler intelligence scales (the

WPPSI-III for children 4 to 6; the WISC-III or WASI for 6 to 17

years and the WAIS-III for 18 and above (Wechsler, 1991))

(Table 3).

Correlation strength

MACACC-strength measures the degree to which any part of

the cortex correlates with the rest of the cortex. If one assumes

that areas of the cortex with related function should correlate with

each other to a greater degree, then one can expect that those

areas of the cortex which relate to the greatest number of cortical

regions will feature the highest MACACC-strength: the associ-

ation cortices. These serve an integrative function, receiving

inputs from multiple cortical and non-cortical sources, and in turn

distributing information to multiple areas. The results of

MACACC-strength in the entire population sample are shown

in Fig. 3. As expected, the highest MACACC-strength was found

in the association cortices, the lowest in the primary motor,

sensorimotor, and visual areas.
Table 3

Age groupings: demographics of the three different age groups used to explore d

Young Middle

N Mean Age T SD N

Male 45 6.7 T 1.4 77

Female 28 6.9 T 1.5 70

Gender distribution is well balanced in the middle and old age group, though domi

fact that the MACACC analysis is performed on the residuals of a regression rem
Seed region: BA 44

As an example of the use of MACACC to assess a specific

cortical area’s correlation with other cortical areas, we used left

Brodmann Area 44 (BA 44). We used a probability map derived

from cytoarchitectonic data and non-linearly transformed into

stereotaxic space for our regional definition (Amunts et al., 1999),

as shown in Fig. 4a. BA 44 is part of Broca’s area and primarily

implicated in high-level aspects of speech production (Klein et al.,

1995, 1997; Amunts et al., 2004; Fiebach et al., 2005), as well as

potentially involved in imitation (Heiser et al., 2003; Makuuchi,

2005) and music perception (Platel et al., 1997). It is connected

through the arcuate and uncinate fasciculi to other language areas,

including Wernicke’s and BA 40 (Petrides and Pandya, 1988;

Chertkow and Murtha, 1997; Duffau et al., 2002; Parker et al.,

2005).

We first used a BA 44 seed region to map the MACACC of BA

44 in the entire population sample, followed by an investigation of

age differences for this map. Given its involvement in the language

circuit, one would expect BA 44 to correlate strongly with

functionally related areas such as Wernicke’s area, the superior

temporal gyrus, and BA 40 and 39. The results of this analysis are

shown in Fig. 4b. The cortical thickness of BA 44 correlates with

neighboring frontal regions, the large extent of these correlations is

possibly due to the expansive definition of BA 44 used in this

study. The MACACC map outside of the frontal lobes shows a

striking similarity to tractographic maps of the arcuate fasciculus

(Parker et al., 2005), encompassing inferior parietal areas along

with the lateral temporal lobes and containing much of the

language network. These correlations were highly significant,

exceeding a correlation coefficient of 0.8.

Developmental MACACC differences

The cerebral cortex undergoes profound change throughout

normal childhood development, particularly through the reorgani-

zation of synaptic and axonal contacts. Synaptic pruning is

especially relevant for our dataset, as it is a continuous process

from ages two to sixteen (Rivkin, 2000). The thickness of the

cortex declines throughout most of the cerebrum with the

exception of the temporal poles where continuous growth can be

observed (Sowell et al., 2004).

Given the degree of structural change observed throughout

development and the coincident maturation of language abilities,

one can hypothesize age-related MACACC changes within our

sample. Recent diffusion tensor imaging work has shown that the

arcuate fasciculus changes in fractional anisotropy during normal

development within an age range similar to that of our sample

(Schmithorst et al., 2002).

Furthermore, fMRI has shown that lateralization of language

function increases, and that BA 44 BOLD activity correlates with
evelopmental MACACC differences

Old

Mean Age T SD N Mean Age T SD

11.5 T 1.5 35 16.3 T 1.8

11.4 T 1.6 37 16.9 T 2.2

nantly male in the youngest age grouping. This imbalance is negated by the

oving the main effect of age (see Using residuals).



Fig. 3. MACACC-strength: Three view of the correlation strength of the entire population sample (n = 292) are shown in the top part of the figure. The

association cortices clearly have the highest strength, primary motor, sensorimotor, and visual cortices the least. The exception here are the temporal poles,

which feature surprisingly low MACACC-strength, possibly due to the assumption of linearity when removing age dependent effects. The bottom figure shows

the MACACC-strength approximation, computed by correlating every vertex against mean cortical thickness. The results clearly look similar, albeit at different

thresholds, and took 30 s to compute, as compared to the three days for the correct measure of MACACC-strength.
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age (Holland et al., 2001). To test for MACACC age-related

differences we subdivided our population into age-specific

groupings, the young group containing subjects of less than 8.8

years, the old group older than 14.2 years, the middle group in

between. The groupings were obtained by subdividing the entire

population’s age range into four groups of equal numbers of

subjects, and combining the middle two groups in order to retain a

simpler statistical model. Age was controlled for within each of

the groupings. Both MACACC-slope and MACACC-variance

were analyzed and the results are show in Fig. 5. Significant

differences were observed between the older and younger

subjects. The slope relating BA 44 and the bilateral superior

temporal gyri (STG) is steeper in older subjects. Moreover, the

variance differs in the STG, the medial frontal lobes, right Broca’s

Area, right orbito-frontal cortex, and bilateral lateral parietal lobes.

In all cases the variance is less in the older subjects. These maps

thus indicate an increasing correlation with age between the left

BA 44 and its counterparts in the language network and frontal

lobe circuits.
Fig. 4. MACACC of BA 44. Part a shows the probability map of Brodmann Area 4

the MACACC map generated from the 292 subjects, i.e., every vertex across the

shown in part a. Part c, reproduced from (Parker et al., 2005), shows the diffusio

arcuate and uncinate fasciculi. The correlation map features strong correlations thr

map used, but the extra-frontal lobe correlations show a pattern remarkably simil
Variance tests

As discussed in the methods section, multiple tests for group

differences in variance were assessed. The results of different

variance tests are shown in Fig. 6; the overall patterns are clearly

similar. Robustness to outliers, however, is where the tests differed

most. Fig. 6 shows that a single outlier can have tremendous

influence on the estimation of variance, and that Levene’s Test is

the most robust to this outlier. For that reason Levene’s Test was

chosen for testing MACACC-variance.

IQ MACACC differences

General measures of intelligence correlate with global grey

matter volumes (Andreasen et al., 1993; Reiss et al., 1996;

Pennington et al., 2000; Posthuma et al., 2003; Wilke et al.,

2003; Haier et al., 2004). Correlations with particular cortical areas

are, however, limited. This leads to the hypothesis that IQ is a

property of the cortex better understood in terms of interactions
4 used as the seed region, obtained from (Amunts et al., 1999). Part b shows

entire population is correlated with the mean thickness of the seed region

n tensor imaging probability map of Broca’s area connections through the

oughout the frontal lobes, possibly due to the expansive BA 44 probability

ar to the tractography of the arcuate fasciculus.



Fig. 5. MACACC age difference. Significant age by BA 44 interactions can be found in the bilateral STG, though the main effect appears to be in the

differences in variance between the groups, where the bilateral STG are significant as well as multiple frontal and lateral temporal lobe areas. The plot shows

one vertex in the left STG, describing both the slopes (top) as well as variance in a plot of residuals against fitted values (bottom) for each of the three age

groups (young, middle, old; see text). Levene’s test was the only variance test employed as it proved the most robust (see Fig. 6).
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between different cerebral regions (Wilke et al., 2003). We tested

this hypothesis by dividing our population into low (<100) and

high (>120) IQ sub-samples and testing for MACACC-slope and

MACACC-variance differences with left BA 44 as the seed region.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. The principal differences were
Fig. 6. MACACC-variance tests: the differences in variance as estimated using thr

difference, however, can be found in the left insula, and a plot of the residuals for

likely a methodological error) is driving significance in the F test for variance and B

of this outlier. In order to comply with the F test for variance’s requirement of tw
found in the MACACC-slope analysis in the ventro- and dorso-

lateral prefrontal cortex, the lateral parietal lobes, and the anterior

cingulate. The focus on the cingulate confirms previous IQ

morphometry studies (Wilke et al., 2003), and extends them by

showing a network of regions differentiating low and high IQ
ee statistical tests are shown, revealing similar patterns of significance. One

all 292 subjects at this vertex shows that a single outlier (circled in red, and

artlett’s test. Levene’s test, on the other hand, is robust against the influence

o groups all statistics compare the young versus old group only.



Fig. 7. IQ differences: this figure shows the MACACC differences between low and high IQ grouping in the population. There are significant MACACC-slope

differences in the ventro and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the lateral parietal lobes, and, most significantly, the right anterior cingulate. The graph shows the

BA 44 to cingulate slope (top) and variance (bottom) differences. Note the difference in slopes between the IQ groups. MACACC-variance tests (not shown)

were insignificant except for one small peak in the right superior temporal gyrus.
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subjects involving prefrontal, lateral parietal, and anterior temporal

lobes.
Discussion

We have introduced a new strategy for analyzing correlated

changes in cortical morphology within a population sample. The

MACACC methods can be used to study the correlated

connectivity of a seed region, to assess the total correlation

strength at every point in the cortex, and to investigate differ-

ences in cross-cortical correlations between subject groupings.

We chose the correlations approach as it was found to have

greater regional specificity than related techniques such as

singular value decomposition (Worsley et al., 2005). MAC-

ACC-strength tests, which reveal the relative inter-connectivity of

every vertex, require no prior hypotheses, and can thus be used

to assess global population differences. MACACC-slope and

MACACC-variance tests, on the other hand, are designed to be

used with a seed region, and thus require a prior hypothesis.

Given a seed region, precise investigations of group differences

within a cortical network involving the seed region can then be

obtained and tested for significance.

The results from the normal brain development population are

intriguing and encouraging. While MACACC maps are not the

same as anatomical connectivity measured with fibre tracking, the

correlation maps of BA 44 do bear a striking resemblance to the

diffusion tensor maps of the arcuate fasciculus (Fig. 4), suggesting

that they are measuring parts of the same underlying processes. In

the population studied, different cortical areas within the language
network correlated tightly; we thus predict that future MACACC

studies will show similar structural relationships in different

cortical networks.

The MACACC map of BA 44 showed an age-related tightening

of the correlation with the superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 5), which

is connected to BA 44 through the arcuate and uncinate fasciculi

(Parker et al., 2005). The STG, like BA 44, is involved in the

anatomical network underlying language (Dronkers et al., 2004;

Matsumoto et al., 2004; Parker et al., 2005) and auditory function

(Platel et al., 1997; Romanski et al., 1999; Kiehl et al., 2001;

Jeffries et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004). The tightening of

correlations is occurring concurrently with expanding language

function within the age range studied (Holland et al., 2001;

Schmithorst et al., 2002). This suggests that MACACC is

capturing an important part of the normal brain development

process, wherein the thickness of the cortex between areas

subserving related functional specializations show greater similar-

ity to each other with age, while simultaneously white matter tracts

connecting these areas mature (Paus et al., 1999, 2001; Schmithorst

et al., 2002), a pattern likely to be especially prevelant in the frontal

lobes, since they are the last to fully myelinate in the cerebrum

(Schneider et al., 2004). Abnormal development would thus be

suspected of showing different correlation patterns or an absence of

this tightening effect of the correlation maps.

We furthermore report stepwise increases in connectivity

between BA 44, the ACC and parietal cortex linked to increasing

intellectually ability, reflected by IQ (Fig. 7). Meta-analyses of

fMRI studies have implicated the inferior frontal gyrus as a core

region in supporting diverse cognitive tasks which supports our use

of BA 44 as a Fseed_ region (Duncan et al., 2000). The
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strengthened pattern of correlations between this hub and fronto-

parietal regions bear a striking resemblance to the functional

activation network shown by Gray to vary with intelligence (Gray

et al., 2003). We identify the ACC and parietal cortex as structural

correlates of the lateral frontal cortex regions which have been

implicated in the allocation of attentional resources, planning and

cognitive control, all core facets of intelligence (Andreasen et al.,

1993; Reiss et al., 1996; Rubia et al., 2000; Paus, 2001; Booth et

al., 2003; Wilke et al., 2003; Haier et al., 2004; Toga and

Thompson, 2004). Future studies should investigate MACACC

differences using IQ subtests or other psychometric measures

providing indices of more isolated functional paradigms.

What is particularly interesting is that the type of group

differences in the IQ and age studies varies: the main results for age

differences shows a change in MACACC-variance, as the

correlations tighten with age. With IQ, on the other hand, the

key findings are in MACACC-slope, as the type of correlation with

the seed region is different in the high and low IQ groups. The

tightening correlations with age capture an ongoing developmental

process. Different slopes in the IQ case suggest that the cortical

areas implicated interact in a differently coupled fashion. The

relationship between BA 44 and the anterior cingulate graphed in

Fig. 7 indicates that, in the low IQ group, the thickness of the

cingulate barely increases with an increase in the cortical thickness

of BA 44. In the high IQ group, on the other hand, an increase of 1

mm in BA 44 predicts an increase of 1.44 mm in the cingulate. The

fact that such different relationships can exist within the same

population divided by IQ suggests that the biological under-

pinnings of such changes should be further investigated.

The biological causes underlying correlations between the

cortical thickness of related brain areas are not well defined. The

idea that behavioral modifications can induce plastic changes in the

cerebrum is not new; as early as 1904 Santiago Ramon y Cajal

hypothesized that skill acquisition must require the strengthening

of existing and formation of new pathways (Pascual-Leone et al.,

2005). Multiple studies have hinted at changes in cortico-cortico or

cortico-sub-cortical coherence in response to alternations in

afferent input or efferent demand. These changes are likely

accompanied by the formations of new connections through

dendritic growth and arborization (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005).

Such modifications of the neuropil will feature changes in the

thickness of the cortex. Combined with the normal patterns of

cortical development occurring within the age range studied herein,

these processes are the likely driving forces behind MACACC.

Such statements can at this point in time only be speculative,

however, and need to be further investigated.

Based on the above discussion, we predict that degenerative

disorders such as Alzheimer’s Disease will show increasing

dissociation between related areas, resulting in significant

MACACC-variance differences. Disorders such as schizophre-

nia, hypothesized to be a connectivity disorder (Pearlson, 1999;

Penn, 2001; Innocenti et al., 2003; de Haan and Bakker,

2004), would likely feature both MACACC-slope and variance

differences.

The metric of choice for the study of MACACC was cortical

thickness, which provides a biologically meaningful measure of

cortical anatomy. Being derived from MR data in a complex series

of image processing steps means, however, that cortical thickness as

measured in this study is an approximation of the underlying

anatomy, and therefore subject to several open questions. For

example, the pre-central gyrus is relatively thin in our results, yet
post-mortem studies suggest that it should be thicker (von Economo

and Koskinas, 1925). The key limitation is likely the classification

of cortical tissue into grey and white matter; in areas of the cortex

where this can be reliably achieved the resulting cortical thickness

measurements are likely accurate, in regions where this is more

difficult, such as the heavily myelinated pre-motor cortex, the

results might differ from histological examination.

Studying MACACC opens a new field of study to the imaging

neurosciences. It is conceivable that certain anatomical patterns

cannot be detected by simple models which relate morphometry to

group or morphometry to cognitive/clinical variable, but instead lie

in the relationship between regions of the cortex. To give an

example, Alzheimer’s Disease involves characteristic thinning of

the cortex (Gomez-Isla et al., 1997; Lerch et al., 2005). What is less

certain is how early into the disease progression cortical thinning

becomes detectable, especially given the noise inherent in an in

vivo imaging study. A potentially more sensitive indicator of onset

of the AD pathological processes is the statistical relationship

between the morphometry of limbic system structures known to be

involved in the early stages of the disease (Braak and Braak, 1991;

Delacourte et al., 1999).

The MACACC methods described here still need to be

extended and further explored. The most important addition will

be to extend MACACC to longitudinal and mixed models, where

one can look for changes in correlation not just across populations

but within single subjects. Further work also needs to include

better handling of continuous data for MACACC-variance tests.

Methods such as Levene’s and Bartlett’s test need discrete

groupings. One potential solution is to use general least squares

with a weights structure reflecting change in variance with the

continuous variable, and perform a likelihood ratio test to

ascertain whether allowing for non-uniform error improves the

model fit.

To conclude, we propose that studying MACACC opens a new

field of study to the imaging neurosciences, providing a structural

methodology for delineating cortical correlations which comple-

ments current techniques defining anatomical and functional

connectivity.
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